Speed Up
Time to Hire
with Job
Multi-posting
Services

39% of companies said filtering a high volume
of under-qualified candidates was their biggest
hiring challenge.
Recruiting teams can significantly speed up the
time to hire employees via adopting tools and
services designed to attract the right candidate,
faster. MHR partners with Broadbean to offer
customers job multi-posting services. MHR products
integrate with Broadbean to supply recruiters with
an extensive network of job boards to post to.
Broadbean provide access to over 5,000 global
job boards and roles can be posted to multiple
channels, simultaneously at a click of a button.
Along with targeting quality candidates,
Broadbean also offers analytics and insights
around which job boards are higher performing
and information relating to the candidate
application journey.
Empower recruiting teams to achieve better
utilisation across the recruitment function,
through a service which offers significant time
savings. It reduces the admin burden of individual
job posting and provides recruiters with more
time to create better engaging job adverts.
The critical data delivered through Broadbean’s
reporting tools, can be used to drive an improved
recruiting strategy. Better allocate budget,
achieve higher ROI, and leverage scheduling
functionality to better plan active requisitions.
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Key benefits
■ Save the team time using targeted job boards,
to capture the most qualified candidates
■ Utilise the reporting functionality within
Broadbean to ensure the best use of
advertising spend
■ Reduce the admin burden on recruitment teams,
giving them more time to work on strategic tasks
■ Build better brand visibility through access
to thousands of posting channels
■ Post out jobs to multiple job boards directly,
with a seamless integration
■ Pull data and insights to support recruitment
initiatives such as diversity and inclusion
If you’re interested in this solution, please
contact your Customer Relationship Manager
for more information.
+44 (0) 115 945 6000
info@mhrglobal.com
mhrglobal.com
You can also keep up to date with all our
latest news through our social media channels:
twitter.com/mhr_solutions
linkedin.com/company/mhr_solutions
youtube.com/MHR_solutions
facebook.com/MHRsolutions

